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CONSUMPTION: THE PROBLEMATIQUE

Global CO2 emissions by CDIAC (Boden et al., 2015), global GHG’s show similar trend.

Krausmann et al.(2009)

How to avoid
DAI? 

GHG 
Representative
Concentration
Pathways to 
2100 

(IPCC, 2014)
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CONSUMPTION-BASED EMISSIONS, A 
DIFFERENT STORY…

 GHG emissions based on ’territorial
accounting’ already falling in some countries

 Pattern exemplified by EU

 But consumption-based accounting shows
different story

 Illustrated by regional analysis of CO2 
emissions from IPCC AR5

Blanco et al. (2014)

MATERIAL CONSUMPTION: THE PROBLEMATIQUE

 IPCC AR5 (2014) consumption patterns need to be changed

 ’Over-consumption’ in western industrialised countries where 
‘consumer culture’ has taken hold

 Development, growth, wellbeing and happiness through 
consumption

 Major problem, growing elites and middle classes in developing 
countries adopting this pattern

 …High material consumption as global aspiration…

 Emissions and consumption rise…

 Risk of ’dangerous’ climate change or ‘DAI’ increases
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MATERIAL CONSUMPTION: THE PROBLEMATIQUE

Global comparison of Subjective well-being (SWB) and per capita gross 
domestic product (GDP) from Inglehart et al. (2008)

 Issue often avoided, in both analysis 
and policy

 ‘Happiness,’ ‘wellbeing,’ 
‘sustainability’ emerging priorities 
considered separately

 Sustainable Consumption and 
Production (SCP)

 Policy for efficiency, eco-
modernisation and low-carbon 
energy

 Necessary but not sufficient, 
efficiency overwhelmed, absolute 
emissions increase continues

 Need to change how we respond…

COMPLEX WICKED CHALLENGE: MISSING DIMENSIONS

 Need new ways of thinking and framing

-Integrated, systemic, ‘futures-oriented,’ sustainability science…

 Need new methodologies to analyse within science-policy nexus

-Exploratory scenarios, backcasting, SD development paths, consumption 
modelling, public participation, transdisciplinary approaches…

 New ’governance’

-Visions, system levers, social structure and agency…

 Moving beyond ‘mitigation’ and ‘eco-modernisation’ (low-carbon tech,

efficiency, green growth)

-to transition and transformation

-to synergies and win-wins

-to ‘double-dividend’ of ‘sustainable wellbeing’
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Consumption: as opportunity?

 Perception of cost and loss in mitigation

 Erroneous impression of lower standard of living, wellbeing, happiness

 The ‘myths of transition’

 What if we change the perspective?

 Move from growth, income and consumption to improving

human wellbeing…and environmental…

 ’Double dividend’ concept (Jackson, 2009) for win-win, higher 

wellbeing and reduced consumption

 Because wellbeing and happiness are multidimensional 

(multiple independent lines of theory and evidence)

• NERA study for 
vested interests

• Trump’s 
justification for 
pulling out of 
Paris Agreement

• No innovation

• All costs

• No benefits

• Deeply flawed and 
biased analysis

Consumption: the opportunity?

 Factors such as social support, family status, freedom and health more significant in 
wellbeing than income (Layard et al., 2012) World Happiness Report

 Importance of environment, nature and society in human wellbeing and development

 Consumption cannot meet all dimensions

 Competes and damages some dimensions

 Flip it on its head to ’sustainable wellbeing’

 For ’double dividend’ of improved human wellbeing and reduced impacts and emissions

 Dimensions of life in balance (macro-development and micro-life)
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Approaches to wellbeing (O’Mahony, 2016) adapted from Delle Fave et al. (2011)

Current unsustainable approach to wellbeing Balanced ‘sustainable wellbeing’ approach

METHODOLOGY IN MAXWELL PROJECT

 Concepts and theories relevant to human wellbeing

 Scenarios of future human wellbeing in the EU to 2050

 Different ’wellbeing pathways’ (micro) and ‘sustainable development pathways’ 
(macro)

 Varying levels and structure of consumption

 Quantified with global multi-regional environmentally extended input-output 
model (WIOD)

 Establish different scenarios of EU GHG emissions levels in 2050

 Associated with changes in how wellbeing is pursued in EU (particularly low-
cost, no-cost, win-win)
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

 Consumption patterns put 2C in jeopardy, need for sustainable development pathways

 Reduction in damaging ‘over-consumption’ (personal and systemic)

 But ‘human wellbeing’ is multidimensional…seeds of change already there!

 Balanced ‘sustainable wellbeing’ should be goal of development

 Significant opportunity to improve quality of life while enhancing environment

 Must address missing dimensions: thinking, analysing and responding

 To deliver low emissions development paths, ‘win-wins’ (low-cost, no-cost, synergies for 
multiple goals)

 MAXWELL: maximise wellbeing, minimise emissions

Kiitos/thank you!
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